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Sane of the roost popular teletra:f'.fic intensity measurenent routines 
are based 00 the assurrption that the tra:f'.fic flow to be measured ~ 
a profile form similar to another tra:f'.fic flow or to another time. 
In this paper this assurption is criticized on the basis of qui te 
extensive material of live tra:f'.fic with the objective of finding out 
h<:M far the different measurenent routines - specially concerning 
routines for overflow cluster measurenents - depend on that assunp
tion. 

1. CHOICE OF MEAStJRE)1ENT SEASON 

The yearly profiles have been studied in an earlier ITC paper /1/ wi. th the 
following results: 
- there is no general high tra:ffic season of the year, but a few SU1ITler 
vacation weeks show low tra:f'.fic values; 
- the profile for the whole exchange keeps its form fran one year to another, 

- the profiles for distinct circuit groups vary fran one year to another, 
- if the intensity is measured in a two-week period 52 weeks after the observed 
high load season, an lIDderestimate with an average of 7,6 % occurs, corrpared 
wi th the real high-load two-week period of the second year. If a reliability 
of 90 % is needed, an lIDderestirnate of 24 % is expected, 

- an only two-week measurenent includes high risks to lose the peak traffic 
values of a circuit group. '!herefore measurenents lasting several roonths are 
needed every year to avoid the lIDcertainty and to reveal the high traffic 
in-tensi ties; similarly 13 weeks' measurenent was earlier recoomended by CCI'rr 
/5/, 
- thus the non-continuous measurenents do not reduce the data handling work 

significantly but lead to carplicated measurenent scheduling routines, 
canpared with continuous full-year measurenents with a high-load indication. 

'!hese conclusions are based en two years' continuous measurements in 2728 
circui t groups including about 170 000 circuits in local and transit exchanges 
in Helsinki. The measurenents included a traffic volune of about 250 niillien 
erlang hours. 

2. DAILY MEAStJRE)1ENT ROOTINES 

'!he daily profiles and the choice between different measurenent routines are in 
a tight dependence. Sane hints were given in the Appendix of the ITC 11 paper 
/1/ , and the result was caU'inned by further studies, in Wiich measurenents 
were made ir! Helsinki in a transit exchange with 115 circuit groups am about 
10, ~ circuits. 'lhese were measured in quarteI"-halr periods caltinuously over 
10 working days. <ne ~k measurement includes a traffic volune of nearly 
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600 CXX> erlang hours. '!he measurements were carried out four times a year, at 
the end of February, May, August and Noveni:>er. 'Ihe intensities measured in 1985 
were handled in several ways, corresponding to the different cootinlous and 
non-continuous measurement routines. Of inter- est are here the two cootinuous 
measurements with post-selected busy hour: 

TCBH, the Time Consistent lbsy I-bur: the four coosecutive highest quarter-hour 
traffic values post-selected fran a mean day coosisting of the traffic values 
observed during the same quarter-hour on all days /6/. ('!he name is misleading; 
a better one would be "Peak Hour of an Average Day, PHAD"). 

ADPH, Average of Dail~ Peak F\.1l1 Hours: the average of the highest traffic 
values of full oourse.g. 10.00-11.00) of all days /9/. By using the TCBH 
intensi ty as a reference = 100 % value, the ADPH gave 2 ••• 4 % higher values in 
average wi th a variation of about 5 %. 

The non-continuous measurements with pre-selected measurement hours gave 
clearly lower intensi ties, in average 90 to 95 % - variation 10 % - ".nen the 
daily measuring period was 1 to 3 hours using measurement hours chosen 
individually per circuit group. But if the measurement hour was chosen COO1JlCl1 

for the whole network or exchange, the average intensity was only 80 % of the 
'!'CEH value, wi th a variation of 20 %. In the corrparati ve measurements the 
non-continuous measurement period was pre-selected in the best possible w~, 
that is on the peak hour of previous measurement. In spite of that the real 
peak intensi ty can often be missed. 

The intensity values were cOfll)ared to the "standard reference" value measured 
wi th the continuous TCBH method and its post-selected busy hour , given in the 
CCITT draft recoomendation /6/. 

'!he reason 'fthy the non-continuous measurements give too low intensi ties is that 
the busy hour in many circuit groups rart:>les roore or less. As shown in table I, 
in 32 of the 115 circuit groups, i.e. 26 %, the busy hour jtlT1ps out of the 
period, morning, afternoon or evening hour, between the measurements. To catch 
these busy hours, the daily non-continuous measurement had to cover roore than 
one daytire period. Alternatively the non-continuous measurements need a 
post-correction before being used for dimensioning purposes /6/. 

Table I. Nunber of circuit groups, having their average day I S busy hours in 
different day periods over the measurements in May, Aug. and Nov. 
Constant morning 21 circuit groups 
dayperiods afternoon 11 

evening 51 

Junping between two rooming-afternoon 
dayperiods afternoon-evening 

moming-evening 

JUIping between 
all dayperiods 

roorning-aftemoon-evening 

total. 

3. INTRAMEASlJREl.1ENT BUSY HOOR 

83 circuit groups 
13 circuit groups 

5 
13 
31 circuit groups 

1 circuit group 

115 circuit groups 

As the average days I busy hour varies ~ period fran measurenent to measure
ment en every fourth circuit group, 1t 1s of interest to see tlc:M well in one 
measurement the average day's busy hour correspcnds with the peak hours · of 
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separate days. '!his gives hints :for dimensioning: i:f the nllli>er o:f circuits is 
appropriate :for the average day, is 1 t proper :for every separate day o:f tllat 
measurement, too? 

Two viewpoints in the intrameasurement busy hour stability were used: the full 
consistency o:f busy hours and the overlapping o:f busy hours. 

'!he same material o:f intensi ty values as in the preceding chapter was 
reprocessed. '!he May and Noveni:>er measurements gave similar results. 

Im intrameasurement full consistency index was de:fined . as nllli:>er o:f days out 
o:f ten, with the busy hour beginning at the sane quarter hour as the busy hour 
of the average day. The highest consistency observed was 6 days out o:f 10, the 
lowest being zero. '!he average was about 2 and varied depending 00 the busy 
hour day period in question: 2 ••• 3 :for morning, about 2 :for evening and 
1 ••• 1,5 :for afternoon circuit groups. It can be concluded that busy hour 
consistency over several days is an exception, not a rule as perhaps could be 
expected. 

Perhaps observations of that kind were what Conny Palm o:f Sweden had in mind 
when he in 1943 after extensive measurements divided telephone traffic into two 
canponents: ":fast variations", wi th a fully randan character, and "slow 
variations", being "the heavy daily variations which surely have not a fully 
random character ... " as he reservedly expressed it /3/. 

Since the full busy-hour consistency is an exception, softer criteria have to 
be used. We used overlapping (OL) of busy-hours calculated as total hours per 
measurement on quarter-hour basis. I:f some day' s peak hour fully coincides wi th 
the busy hour of the average day, there is one overlapping hour. With a 
quarter-hour's di:f:ference there are 3/4 hours etc. For one hour difference or 
roore there is no overlapping. 

'!hese overlapping hours are SUlITlarized over 10 days. '!he resulting overlapping 
proportion, "hours out of 10 possible hours" represents the coincidence o:f the 
peak hours. '!he overlapping :frequency integral :for 115 circuit groups is 
presented in Fig. 1. 

Measurements show overlapping variations OL = 0 to 0.9 in May (0.10 to 0.825 iri 
November) with an average of 0.486 (0.452). A full coincidence 0L=1 does not 
appear, neither OL = 0.9. It can be seen :fran Fig. 1 that in a "good" 
coincidence with OL = 0.67 there are 16 % (4 %) o:f the circuit groups, only, 
W1ile a "bad" coincidence with OL = 0.33 is represented by 17 % (17 %) of the 
circui t groups, 67 % (79 %) being "moderate". For a "bad" coincidence the 
average day hardly describes the indi vidual days' intensi ties. '!here are even 
cases where not one single day' s peak hour quarter :falls within the average 
day' s busy hour! When the proportion o:f ADPH and TCBH are carpared wi th the 
parallel OL value, no correlation is observed. A negative correlatioo could 
have been expected. 

When the May and November measurements were observed together it was seen that 
the 83 circui t groups wi th constant day periods have in two measurements a 
total average OL = 0.497, which is slightly but clearly higher than that :for 
the 32 jurping circuit groups' average OL = 0.403. 

Sane conclusions o:f intraneasurement busy hour coosistency can be drawn: 
1. '!he average day' s busy hour represents the separate days I peak hours in 1/5 
ally, the residual OL up to 1/2 being canposed o:f no~onsistent peak hours or 
o:f shorter high intensi ty peaks. 
2. "Bad" consistency is IOOre cOOlllOn than "good". In circuit groups with other 
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FIGURE 1 
Nunber of circuit groups reaching different peak-hour overlapping OL. Two 
measurements, 10 days each en May and en Noveni:>er 1985. 

than "good" consistency there is a risk of losing the daily peaks if the 
average day's busy hour is used as a basis for dimensiening. 
3. Circui t groups wi th an average day I S busy hour in constant day period over 
the seasons have slightly higher consistency than the jl.ll'l'Ping ones. . 

We can fully agree wi th Mr. I.eigh and Mr. Li ttle that "the tire of the busy 
hour varied fran route to route and even on the same route for different days 
and different weeks in an t.n1predictable manner. In many cases this tire was not 
even consistent to the lOOming, afternoon or evening periods" /4/. While 
consistency is mainly low, one can ask if the overflow cluster dimensioning can 
be based on an average day. 

4. OVERFLOW CLUSTER MEASUREMENTS 

Overflow clusters are a coni:>ination of one or several high-congestion circuit 
groups with overflow to one low-congestion circuit group. 

4.1. Cbjectives 

'!he ecenomy of overflow technology is strongly :influenced by the coincidence of 
busy hours /2/, understood as daily intensities, not as an average day only. . 

If the non-continuous measurement routine is used, the observed intensity 
values IOOstly are too low due to non-coincident busy hours. '!he average 
corrections have an :influence on the measured intensi ties, but not to the 
offered traffic as is needed. - The 'OCBH routine works well if the circuit 
group intensi ties in clusters work with "nonnal" profiles and coincident peak 
hours. In other cases the averaging shades off the daily peak intensi ties MUch 
gi ve the grade of service and the real overflow. - '!he ADPH routine picks out 
peaks for every circuit group, although they do not exist sinultaneously, thus 
leading to an overdimensioning. -

A new measurement routine was sketched in 1976 /8/ and is here developed and 
suggested specially for overflow clusters: 
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ADSI, Average of Daily Synchrcnized measured Intensities: a non-cootinlous 
measurement autanatically cootrolled by a cootinuous measurement revealing 
daily peak intensi ties. 

'!he ADSI routine works in the following way: All circuit groups in the cluster 
are measured continuously 00 a full hour basis over a day. In the night the 
preceding day's peak intensity for a low-congestioo circuit group is 
registered, as well as the intensity values 00 all the high-congestioo circuit 
groups during that same hour. Remaining hourly values are neglected. '!he daily 
values are averaged over the measurement (two-week) period, separately for each 
circui t group. 

4.2. '!he objects under study 

Aroong the measured 115 circuit groups there were three clusters with overflow 
of interest. 

(he small and one big cluster are studied by measuring their intensi ties 
sinul taneously wi th the TCBH, ADPH and ADSI routines by registering busy hour 
overlappings with results fran May 1985 in Table 11. For the high~ongestion 
circuit groups the overflow .AB = R is calculated by Erlang's B-fornula and by 
iteration from the measured carried intensity Y and nurt>er of circuits N, ' 
supposing the offered traf'fic to be a pure randan. 

For small synchronous cluster S all high and low congestion circuit groups have 
their average days' busy hour timing at 20.30. Still the OL is far fran 1. '!he 
profiles clearly concentrated to the evening with one caTlOOn high-load hour. 
'!hus the influence of the measurement routine being continuous is minimal and 
its choice is not critical. 

'!he big cluster B of high~ongestion circuit groups had average day's busy 
hour at different day periods (rooming, afternoon, evening). The low~ongestion 
circui t group has its busy hour in the evening. '!he day profiles have 1, 2 or 3 
peaks. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate two circuit groups in the big cluster B. '!he 
fi ve circui t groups with the busy hour in the rooming or afternoon have 
clearly smaller ADSI values than the ADPH or TCBH values on equal level. So 
the SUl11'11arized overflow synchronous to peak intensity in the low~ongestion 
circuit group is in May 21 Erl vs. 44 to 61 Erl with other measurement 
routines. 

While the conventional neasurement routines have a risk to lose the roost 
irrportant information 00 overflow clusters wi th non~oincident daily busy 
hours, the full daily profile measurements are sometimes recoomended for the 
whole overflow cluster /6/. The study above gives hints to consider using of 
the consequti ve days' profiles separately, not . their average proflle onlY!O AA 
easier way might be to use the daily peak-hour measurenent, but for the whole 
cluster synchronised with the peak of low~ongestion circuit group (ADSI). 
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Table 11. Intensities measured in May in a anall (S) and a big (B) overflow 
cluster. BH = busy l'n.1r time, OL = peak hour overlapping, lowc = low coogestioo 
circuit group, N = circuits 

carried traffic meas'd calculated overflow OL 
bircuit bv 
group N BH TCBH ADPH ADSI TCBH ADPH 

.. 
ADSI 

S- 1 30 20.30 26.7 26.9 26.1 5.5 5.9 4.3 0.47 
2 60 20.30 54.1 53.7 53.2 5.1 4.6 · 4.1 0.57 
sun 90 - SO.8 SO.6 79.3 10.0 10.~ 8.4 -
lowc 150 20.30 119.2 117.7 117.7 - - - 0.47 

a 1 75 9.30 55.2 54.2 39.2 1.1 0.1 0.0 0.77 
'2 90 9.15 84.1 84.1 69.8 10.0 10.0 0.2 0.67 

3 40 18.00 35.5 36.9 35.6 5.2 9.6 5.4 0.47 
4 30 14.00 21.6 22.6 2.8 0.5 0.8 0.0 0.42 
5 45 18.30 39.6 40.8 39.3 3.9 6.6 3.6 0.47 
6 60 9.45 52.9 52.1 21.5 3.7 3.0 0.0 0.77 
7 40 18.45 35.5 36.4 35.5 5.2 6.9 5.2 0.20 
8 45 18.45 39.2 40.8 38.7 3.5 6.6 3.0 0.37 
9 60 18.15 53.0 54.9 52.4 3.8 7.4 3.3 0.22 

10 20 12.45 18.0 18.3 10.9 7.0 9.6 0.0 0.25 
sun 505 - 434.6 441.1 345.7 43.9"" 60.0 20.7 -
lowc 130 20.45 44.3 46.3 46.3 - - - 0.22 

Note *: Ari thrretical. SLI11S of intensi ties can exceed the corresponding traffic 
flow's intensity, while daily busy hours do not coincide. 
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FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3 
A typical ten days average three-top (Fig. 2) or 'b«>-top (Fig. 3) profile -0-

wi th daily intensity value variatialS and daily peak hours x. F\.1ll hour values 
measured in May 1985 f'rcm a high congestion 45 circuit group (Fig. 2) and rran 
a low-congestion 1~ circuit group (Fig. 3) of the big overflow cluster. If the 
peak value of the average profile only is used, most daily peaks are missed. 
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5. corcwsICH> 

'!he measurements described above have indicated that the traffic intensity 
profiles are too tI'lStable to give any hints for nc:n-caltinuous measurements, 
either yearly or daily. '!he measurements can be interrupted for a few SU'I1Iler 
vacatioo weeks and. for a few night hours, no roore. All other attenps to 
preselect the measurement period seem to lead to U'lderestimates of intensity 
and need a postcorrectioo of intensities. If such an ,~rease is performed, 
e. g. wi th an average of 10 % for every circuit group, there are a good deal of 
circuit groups which would not had needed it - leading to overd1mensicning -
while another group of circuit groups still suffer because of an U'lderestimated 
intensity value leading to tmclerd1mension1ng. '!he observations indicate that 
the separate days' profiles differ fran each other and thus their average 
profile does not present them very well. '!his Jna¥ lead to severe 
misinterpretation on overflow clusters w1 th circuit groups days having 
noncoincident busy hours. In such cases rough cluster dimensioning rules are 
sufficient. 

These conclusions are based on measurements on traffic in a local transit 
exchange serving both dcxnestic and business teleIi1<>nes. Many of the observed 
circui t groups observed have a three-topped profile and thus the busy hour has 
a wide timespan in which to move about. Circuit groups with pure business 
traffic during office hours only and intercontinental east-west traffic might 
have roore stable busy hour timing. '!hus their intensity values might be less 
influenced by measurement methods. 
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